NO. SO-1/CTS&YAD/4-99/95: In exercise of the powers conferred by Sub-Section (1) of Section-6 of the Sindh Cultural Heritage (Preservation) Act 1994, the Government of Sindh are pleased to declare the premises described in the Schedule below to be Protected Heritage within the meaning of the said Act.

1. SINDH ASSEMBLY BUILDING, COURT ROAD, KARACHI.
2. MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, PLOT NO. 17, RB/9, SIR GHULAM HUSSAIN HIDAYATULLAH ROAD, KARACHI.
3. SINDH HIGH COURT BUILDING, PLOT NO. 16, RB/9, COURT ROAD, KARACHI.
4. SHAFAQAT HOUSE, PLOT NO. 11/A, ART/1, MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNES) ROAD/STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.
5. MEHRAN BUILDING/HARMONY HOUSE, PLOT NO. 55/A, ART/1/3, SHIVJI VALJI KOTHARI ROAD/ SHAHRAH-E-LIAQUAT (FRERE ROAD), KARACHI.
6. SHAHAB MANSION, PLOT NO. 17, RB/9, MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNES) ROAD/JETHMAL ROAD, KARACHI.
7. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 15, RB/9, MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNES) ROAD, KARACHI.
8. ROOMAN BUILDING, PLOT NO. 22, RB/9, TIRATHDAS ROAD/ROBSON ROAD, KARACHI.
9. SOBHRAJ CHEETUNG MOTHERS MANSION, PLOT NO. 26, RB/10, TIRATHDAS ROAD/ROBSON ROAD, KARACHI.
10. HAJRA BAI BUILDING, PLOT NO. 402, ART/2/3, COURT ROAD/4KBAR ROAD/MULCHAND K. ROAD, KARACHI.
11. JILANI MANSION, PLOT NO. 303, ART/3/3, KHAN-CHAND G. ROAD, KARACHI.
12. TEMPLE, PLOT NO. 356, ART/3/3, BABAR (RAMCHAN- DRA TEMPLE) STREET/KHAN-CHAND G. ROAD, KARACHI.
13. SINDH WILDLIFE BUILDING, PLOT NO. 3, R-B/1, AIWAN-E-SADAR (HAVELOCK) ROAD, KARACHI.
14. YMCA BUILDING, PLOT NO. 3, RB/1, AIWAN-E- SADAR (HAVELOCK) ROAD/STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.
15. HINDU GYMKHANA, PLOT NO. 5, RB/1/12, SARWAR SHAHEED (INGLE) ROAD, KARACHI.
16. MUSLIM GYMKHANA, PLOT NO. NIL, RB/2, DR ZIAU.
17. OLD STATE BANK BUILDING (VICTORIA MUSEUM), PLOT NO. NIL, RB/2, SARWAR SHAHEED (INGLE) ROAD, KARACHI.
18. D.J. SINDH GOVERNMENT SCIENCE COLLEGE EXTENSION, PLOT NO. NIL, RB/2, MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNES) ROAD/STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.
19. N.E.D. UNIVERSITY OLD CAMPUS, PLOT NO. 3 & 4, RB/4, MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNES) ROAD/STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.
20. SINDH ASSEMBLY BUILDING, COURT ROAD, KARACHI.
21. D.J. SINDH GOVERNMENT SCIENCE COLLEGE (DEYARAM JETHMAL COLLEGE), PLOT NO. 3 & 4, DR ZIAUDDIN AHMED (KUTCHERY) ROAD, KARACHI.
22. GEETUMAL BUILDING, PLOT NO. 26, RB/3, STRACHEN ROAD/MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNES) ROAD, KARACHI.
23. ATHER MANSION, PLOT NO. 23/1, RB/3, STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.
24. KHAN ENTERPRISES, PLOT NO. 22/2, RB/3, STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.
25. DR KHAAN BUILDING, PLOT NO. 18/2, RB/3, STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.
26. SANNAGATTI BUILDING, PLOT NO. 7, RB/5, STRACHEN ROAD/ARMABAGH ROAD, KARACHI.
27. P.K. SHAHANI BUILDING , PLOT NO. 6, RB/5, HORMUSJI STREET, KARACHI.
28. BADRUDDDIN BUILDING, PLOT NO. 5, RB/5, HORMUSJI STREET, KARACHI.
29. SITAKUNI BUILDING, PLOT NO. 3, RB/5, HORMUSJI STREET, KARACHI.
30. SALIKA COMPANY BUILDING, PLOT NO. 1/2, RB/5, DR ZIAUDDIN AHMED (KUTCHERY) ROAD, KARACHI.
31. SEWA KUNJ HOSTEL, PLOT NO. 1/3, RB/5, SHAHRAH-E-LIAQUAT (FRERE ROAD) / PANJRAPORE G. ROAD/ARMABAGH ROAD, KARACHI.
32. MENDOZA BUILDING, PLOT NO. 11, RB/5, ARAMBAH ROAD, KARACHI.
33. RAZA LIBRARY BUILDING, PLOT NO. 20A, RB/7, SHAHRAH-E-LIAQUAT (FRERE ROAD) KARACHI.
34. LUCKY CHAMBERS, PLOT NO. 20/7, SHAHRAH-E-LIAQUAT (FRERE ROAD) / MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNES) ROAD, KARACHI.
35. MANZOOR SONS BUILDING, PLOT NO. 19, RB/7, MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNES) ROAD, KARACHI.
36. JAMIL-NGHAT MATERNITY HOME, PLOT NO. 123, RB/6, SHAHRAH-E-LIAQUAT (FRERE ROAD) / ARAMBAH ROAD, KARACHI.
37. HASAN MANZIL, PLOT NO. 122, RB/6, ARAMBAH ROAD, KARACHI.
38. LOG RAM BUILDING, PLOT NO. 121, RB/6, ARAMBAH ROAD, KARACHI.
39. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 98, RB/6, SHAHRAH-E- LIAQUAT (FRERE ROAD) / HORMUSJI STREET, KARACHI.
41. MARKAZ-E-AHL-E-SUNNAT, PLOT NO. 45, RB/6, SHAHRAH-E-LIAQAT (FRERE ROAD) / YOUSUF STREET, KARACHI.

42. SHAMS LIGHT HOUSE BUILDING, PLOT NO. 15, RB/6, DR ZIAUDDIN AHMED (KUTCHERY) ROAD/MASJID STREET, KARACHI.

43. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 107, RB/6, FEROZSHAH STREET/ARAMBAGH ROAD, KARACHI.

44. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 2A, RB/6, ABBA SOOMAR STREET, KARACHI.

45. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 1A, RB/6, ABBA SOOMAR STREET, KARACHI.

46. ABU BAKAR SIDDIQUE MANZIL, 1B, RB/6, M.A. JINNAH | (BUNDER) ROAD/DR ZIAUDDIN AHMED (KUTCHERY) ROAD/KARACHI.

47. HAJI IBRAHIM BUILDING, M.A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD/ABBA SOOMAR STREET, KARACHI.

48. MOLLAI/BHAGWANI MANSION, PLOT NO. 18, RB/6, M. A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD/MASJID STREET/ABBA SOOMAR STREET, KARACHI.

49. OPAL BUILDING, PLOT NO. 19, RB/6, M.A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD/MASJID STREET/YOUSUF STREET, KARACHI.

50. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 20, RB/6, MASJID STREET, KARACHI.

51. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 82C, RB/6, M.A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD, KARACHI.

52. GUL TRADING COMPANY BUILDING, 82, RB/6, M.A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD, KARACHI.

53. COFFEE HOUSE, PLOT NO. 82A, RB/6, M.A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD/ARAMBAGH ROAD, KARACHI.

54. SAMI CHAMBERS, PLOT NO. 108, RB/6, M. A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD/ARAMBAGH ROAD, KARACHI.

55. SINDH ZAMINDAR HOTEL, PLOT NO. 4, RB/7, M.A. JIN NAH (BUNDER) ROAD/BHOJRAJ ROAD/GUL RAJMAL ROAD, KARACHI.

56. ZUBAIDA MANSION, PLOT NO. 1/1, RB/8, M.A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD/ROBSON ROAD, KARACHI.

57. DAST MANZIL, PLOT NO. 485, RB/8, ROBSON ROAD/MOHAMMAD BIN QASIM (BURNS) ROAD, KARACHI.

58. PANCHAYAT HALL (LAL SINGH GURUNMAL BUILDING), PLOT NO. 7, RB/8, MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNS) ROAD, KARACHI.

59. J.M.B. GIRLS SCHOOL (SITA RAM BUILDING), PLOT NO. 4, RB/9, MOHAMMED BIN QASIM (BURNS) ROAD, KARACHI.

60. HARIDAS LALJI BUILDING, PLOT NO. 1, RB/9, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET/TIRATHDAS ROAD, KARACHI.

61. BHOJRAJ BUILDING, PLOT NO. 1, RB/10, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET/ASANMAL OJHA ROAD/TIRATHDAS ROAD, KARACHI.

62. SHIKARPURI MANSION, PLOT NO. 7, RB/10, ASANMAL.

63. DARUL-ISHAAT BUILDING, PLOT NO. 9, RB/10, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET/ASANMAL OJHA ROAD/KARACHI.

64. HAJI IBRAHIM BUILDING, M.A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD/ABBA SOOMAR STREET, KARACHI.

65. HASSAN ALI BUILDING (LEKHRAJ BUILDING), PLOT NO. 20 & 21, RB/10, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET/GIDUMAL LEKHRAJ ROAD, KARACHI.

66. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 5/4/2, RB/10, ROBSON ROAD, KARACHI.

67. THAKURDAS BUILDING, PLOT NO. 19, FWO, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET, KARACHI.

68. BHOJRAJ BUILDING, PLOT NO. 16 TO 18, RB/10, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET/GIDUMAL LEKHRAJ ROAD, KARACHI.

69. SHEIKHA BUILDING, PLOT NO. 10, RB/10, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET/GIDUMAL LEKHRAJ ROAD, KARACHI.

70. GANGA RAM BUILDING, PLOT NO. 11, RB/10, GIDUMAL LEKHRAJ ROAD, KARACHI.

71. MALKANI MANSION, PLOT NO. 12, RB/10, ASANMAL OJHA, KARACHI.

72. REHMAN DENTAL CLINIC BUILDING, PLOT NO. 12A, RB/10, M.A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD/GIDUMAL LEKHRAJ ROAD, KARACHI.

73. AZFAR MANSION, PLOT NO. 13, RB/10, M.A. JINNAH (BUNDER) ROAD/GIDUMAL LEKHRAJ ROAD, KARACHI.

74. THAKURDAS BUILDING, PLOT NO. 14, RB/10, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

75. MUKHI WADHUMAL BUILDING, PLOT NO. 14/1, RB/11, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/PAHILRAJ ROAD, KARACHI.

76. GOVERNMENT VETERINARY HOSPITAL (RICHMOND CRAWFORD DISPENSARY), PLOT NO. 2/1, RB/11, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

77. DAWAKHANA HAKIM AJMAL KHAN, PLOT NO. 21/1, RB/11, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

78. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 2/1, RB/11, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

79. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 18, RB/12, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET, KARACHI.

80. BUILDING ON PLOT NO. 21, RB/12, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

81. CHINA AMERSI BUILDING, PLOT NO. 14, RB/12, RATTAN STREET/SATSING SHIVAN STREET, KARACHI.
81. DOMED STRUCTURE, PLOT NO. 14A, RB/12, RATTAN STREET/SATSING SHIVAN STREET, KARACHI.

82. QADEER BROTHERS BUILDING, PLOT NO. 13, RB/12, RATTAN STREET/SATSING SHIVAN STREET, KARACHI.

83. HOTEL HOME BUILDING, PLOT NO. 13A, RB/12, RATTAN STREET/SATSING SHIVAN STREET, KARACHI.

84. MEHMOOD LIBRARY PLOT NO. 7, RB/12, RATTAN STREET, KARACHI.

85. SILVER HOUSE, PLOT NO. 9, RB/11, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET, KARACHI.

86. REHMAT BUILDING, PLOT NO. 8, RB/11, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET, KARACHI.

87. FATIMA MANZIL, PLOT NO. 6 & 7, RB/11, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET, KARACHI.

88. JAHANGIR GAME COMPANY BUILDING, PLOT NO. 4, RB/11, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET, KARACHI.

89. SAEEDA MANZIL, PLOT NO. 3, RB/11, BABAR (RAMCHANDRA TEMPLE) STREET, KARACHI.

90. SIR ABDULLAH HAROON BUILDING, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD) KARACHI.

91. MARRIAM BUILDING, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD) KARACHI.

92. HATIM BHAI BUILDING, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD) KARACHI.

93. ALVI CHAMBERS, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD) KARACHI.

94. MAX DENO HALL & LIBRARY, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/MARRIOTT ROAD, KARACHI.

95. HAMID MARKET M.A. JINNAH ROAD/MARRIOTT ROAD, KARACHI.

96. B.K. TRUST BUILDING, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/MARRIOTT ROAD, KARACHI.

97. M.R. 1/76, MARRIOTT ROAD, KARACHI.

98. QUETTA WALA BUILDING, MARRIOTT ROAD, KARACHI.

99. KARA MORA BUILDING, MURAD KHAN ROAD, KARACHI.

100. HABIB BANK MURAD KHAN ROAD, KARACHI.

101. NAGARIA BUILDING (BUILDING ON THE LEFT), KUCCHI WADA LANE NO. 2, KARACHI.

102. (BUILDING ON THE RIGHT) OF NAGARIA BUILDING, KUCCHI WADA LANE NO. 2, KARACHI.

103. AZIZ MANSION, MURAD KHAN ROAD/KATCHI GALLI NO. 2, KARACHI.

104. SAMAJ TRUST, KUCCHI WADA LANE NO. 1, KARACHI.

105. MUR. 1/85, KUCCHI WADA LANE NO. 1, KARACHI.

106. FAIZ-E-ALVI TRUST BUILDING NO. 1, DARYA LAL STREET/MURAD KHAN ROAD, KARACHI.

107. SHAKOOR MANZIL, KUNDU STREET (GALLI), KARACHI.

108. BADRI MAHAL, KUNDU STREET (GALLI) KARACHI.

109. HILAL CHAMBER, KUNDU STREET (GALLI) KARACHI.

110. KARACHI KIRANA BUILDING, RAMBHARTI STREET/ARA LANE, KARACHI.

111. TAJ CHAMBER, KHORI ROAD, KARACHI.

112. RANG WALA BUILDING, KHORI ROAD/MURAD KHAN ROAD, KARACHI.

113. MOHSIN ALI BUILDING, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

114. BADRI MASJID (BOHRI MOSQUE), RAM BHARTI STREET/MARRIOTT ROAD, KARACHI.

115. CHAUDHRY CHAMBERS (AMMAMA BUILDING), MARRIOTT ROAD/RAM BHARTI STREET, KARACHI.

116. ABDUL HAKIM BUILDING, ABDUL MAJEED SINDHI ROAD, KARACHI.

117. HAJI MUHAMMAD DIN BUILDING, ABDUL MAJEED SINDHI ROAD, KARACHI.

118. REHAN BUILDING, RAM BHARTI STREET/MARRIOTT ROAD - FAKHR MATTI (NEWHAM) ROAD, KARACHI.

119. LOTIA MANZIL MARRIOTT ROAD, RAM BHARTI STREET KARACHI.

120. QUETTA ENTERPRISE BUILDING (BUILDING ON THE RIGHT) MARRIOTT ROAD/FAKHR MATTI (NEWHAM) ROAD, KARACHI.
121. KHALIQ-UN-NISA BUILDING (BUILDING ON THE LEFT), MARRIOTT ROAD/FAKHR MTRI (NEWNHAM) ROAD, KARACHI.
122. SHAMS BUILDING, MARRIOTT ROAD/FAKHR MTRI (NEWNHAM) ROAD, KARACHI.
123. KHALIL YASIN BUILDING, RAM BHARTI STREET/FAKHR MTRI (NEWNHAM) ROAD, KARACHI.
124. AZEEM-UD-DIN BUILDING, RAM BHARTI STREET/ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.
125. ZEESHAN MILL BUILDING, OAZI SULEMAN LANE, KARACHI.
126. DEVI MANDIR, ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.
127. SHAPAI MATAB (SETH SHEWARAM RAMRAKHAMAL CHARITABLE DESH1 DISPENSARY), MARKET ROAD, KARACHI.
128. DADA CHAMBERS, ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.
129. SULTAN MANSION, ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.
130. BASTAKI MANZIL, VIRJI STREET, KARACHI.
131. TARA CHAND BUILDING, 2AKARIYA LANE, KARACHI.
132. M.R.6/17, VIRJI STREET, KARACHI.
133. M.R.6/30, DAYALAL STREET, KARACHI.
134. CHAUDHRY PIRACHA CHAMBERS, ZAKARIYA LANE, KARACHI.
135. KRISHCHAND BUILDING (M.R.5/24), OLD DISPENSARY ROAD, KARACHI.
136. GULZAR MANZIL, OLD DISPENSARY ROAD, KARACHI.
137. SHELA MANSION, DARYALAL STREET, KARACHI.
138. SARKARI MADRASSAH-E-AWAMI (AMARAT KOTWAL BUILDING), BABA-E-URDU (MISSION) ROAD, KARACHI.
139. FAIZ-E-HUSSAINI TRUST BUILDING, BABA-E-URDU (MISSION) ROAD, KARACHI.
140. JAHANGIR MANSION, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/SH1VDAS CHANDUMAL ROAD, KARACHI.
141. ROSHAN MANZIL, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/SH1VDAS CHANDUMAL ROAD, KARACHI.
142. IBRAHIMJEE HAKIMJEE BUILDING, PRARTHANA SAMAJ ROAD/ADAMJEE BUDHABHAI ROAD, KARACHI.
143. KARACHI MUNICIPAL CORPORATION BUILDING & ANNEKE, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/ALI DINA ALI MOHAM- MAD ROAD, KARACHI.
144. SMALL CAUSE COURT, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/ NANAKWARA ROAD, KARACHI.
145. JAHANGIR KOTHARI BUILDING, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD), KARACHI.
146. ADAM MASJID, NANAKWARA ROAD, KARACHI.
147. YOUSAFI MANZIL, FAIZ-E-HUSSAINI TRUST, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD) KARACHI.
148. CAPTAIN & CO. BUILDING, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD) KARACHI.
149. KARIMJEE JIVANJEE SCHOOL BUILDING, NANAKWARA ROAD, KARACHI.
150. QUETTA WALA BUILDING, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSAIN (NAPIER ROAD), KARACHI.
151. FARHANA BUILDING, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD)/DARYALAL STREET, KARACHI.
152. POST OFFICE (CITY COURT COMPOUND) CHAPA STREET, KARACHI.
153 CITY COURT, NANAKWARA ROAD, KARACHI.
154 KARACHI BAR ASSOCIATION, LEWIS ROAD, KARACHI.
155. POLICE MALKHANA (CITY COURT COMPOUND).
156. MULLA JAFFERJE KHANDAWALA BUILDING, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD) -I, MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET, KARACHI.
157. SUGHRABAI TRUST, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD)/MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET, KARACHI.
158. AHMED KHALIQ & CO. BUILDING, SHAHRAH-E-ALTAF HUSSAIN (NAPIER ROAD), KARACHI.
159. BUDHABHAI BUILDING, NANAKWARA ROAD, KARACHI.
160. ADAMALI SHEIKHJEE JEWANJEE BUILDING, JAMES TERRACE ROAD/ NANAKWARA ROAD, KARACHI.
161. KHANWALA BUILDING, NANAKWARA ROAD/HARI, JETHANI ROAD, KARACHI.

162. MAHKAN BUILDING, NANAKWARA ROAD, KARACHI.

163. AUQAF BUILDING, HARI DODANI LANE, OFF NANAKWARA ROAD, KARACHI.

164. SHIROOMAL SHEWAKRAM BUILDING, HARI DODANI LANE OFF NANAKWARA ROAD, KARACHI.

165. MUSLIM LADIES TECHNICAL & INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE, JAMES TERRACE ROAD, KARACHI.

166. GOVERNMENT BOYS SECONDARY SCHOOL, JAMES TERRACE ROAD, KARACHI.

167. SUNDERJEE KARAMJEE BUILDING, JAMES TERRACE ROAD, KARACHI.

168. SUNDERJEE KARAMJEE BUILDING, CHAND BIBI (PRINCESS) STREET, KARACHI.

170. EDULJI DINSHAW BUILDING, LADY DUFFERIN HOSPITAL, CHAND BIBI (PRINCESS) STREET, KARACHI.

171. VIRABIJEE KATRAK MATERNITY WING, LADY DUFFERIN HOSPITAL, CHAND BIBI (PRINCESS) STREET, KARACHI.

172. CHRIST CHURCH, BABA-E-URDU (MISSION) ROAD/ NISHTAR (LAWRENCE) ROAD, KARACHI.

173. NANAKWARA GARDEN TROUGH, JAMES TERRACE ROAD, NEXT TO NANAKWARA GARDENS, KARACHI.

174. CANTONMENT RAILWAY STATION, FORMERLY, FRERE STREET STATION, DR DAUDPOTA ROAD (FRERE STREET) KARACHI.

175. JENNINGS PRIVATE SCHOOL, FATIMA JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

176. PAKISTAN AMERICAN CULTURAL CENTRE (PACC) BUILDING, FATIMA JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

177. RESIDENCE U.S. CONSUL GENERAL, FATIMA JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

178. JULIAN DINSHAW HOUSE, FATIMA JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

180. QUAD-E-AZAM HOUSE MUSEUM, FORMERLY FLAGSTAFF HOUSE, FATIMA JINNAH ROAD/ SHAHRAH-E-FAISAL (DRIGH ROAD) KARACHI.

181. INFORMATION & SELECTION CENTRE, 231-A, RAJA GHANZANFAR ALI ROAD, (SOMERSET STREET) KARACHI.

182. STATION HOUSE, 230-A/B, RAJA GHANZANFAR ALI ROAD (SOMERSET STREET) KARACHI.

183. RESIDENCE, 202-A/B, DR DAUDPOTA ROAD (FRERE STREET) KARACHI.

184. RESIDENCE, E.I. LINES, DR DAUDPOTA ROAD (FRERE STREET), KARACHI.

185. RESIDENCE, E.I. LINES, DR DAUDPOTA ROAD (FRERE STREET) KARACHI.

186. RESIDENCE, E.I. LINES, DR DAUDPOTA ROAD (FRERE STREET) KARACHI.

187. OFFICES, 223, E.I. LINES, DR DAUDPOTA ROAD (FRERE STREET) KARACHI.

188. OFFICERS' SUITES, 221, E. I. LINES, RAJA GHANZANFAR ALI ROAD (SOMERSET STREET) KARACHI.

189. SCHOOL FOR MENTALLY HANDICAPPED, 247, STAFF LINES, FATIMA JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

190. TALATI RESIDENCE, R.A. LINES, SARWAR SHAHEED (INGLE) ROAD, KARACHI.

191. KIRMANI HOUSE 271, R. A. LINES, STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.

192. KARACHI PRESS CLUB, 267, R. A. LINES, SARWAR SHAHEED (INGLE) ROAD, KARACHI.

193. SPENCER BUNGALOW, 269, R. A. LINES, OFF STRA, CHEN ROAD, KARACHI.

194. MANGROL HOUSE, 262, R.A. LINES, STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.

195. ANNEXE, OLD CANTONMENT BOARD OFFICE, STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.

196. OLD CANTONMENT BOARD OFFICE, SARWAR SHAHEED (INGLE) ROAD/ STRACHEN ROAD, KARACHI.

197. War Shaheed (INGLE) Road, Karachi.

198. ANNEXE, MILITARY ACCOUNTS OFFICE, SARWAR SHAHEED (INGLE) ROAD/ ABDULLAH HAROON (VICTORIA) ROAD, KARACHI.

199. PARSI MATERNITY HOME, AGA KHAN III (GARDEN) ROAD/ SHAHEED SAGHIR HUSSAIN ROAD, KARACHI.

200. METHODIST CHURCH, DR DAUDPOTA ROAD (FRERE STREET)/ AGA KHAN III (GARDEN ROAD, KARACHI.
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201. GOA-PORTUGUESE HALL, DR DAUDPOTA ROAD (FRERE STREET) / DEPOT ROAD, KARACHI.

202. KARACHI GRAMMAR SCHOOL, DR DAUDPOTA ROAD (FRERE STREET) / DEPOT ROAD, KARACHI.

203. QUARTERS, 98, DEPOT LINES, OFF SYEDNA BURHANUD-DIN ROAD (MANSFIELD STREET) KARACHI.

204. RESIDENCE, SYEDNA BURHANUD-DIN ROAD (MANSFIELD STREET), KARACHI.

205. RESIDENCE, SYEDNA BURHANUD-DIN ROAD (MANSFIELD STREET) KARACHI.

206. RESIDENCE, 115-A, DEPOT LINES, SYEDNA BURHANUD-DIN ROAD (MANSFIELD STREET) KARACHI.

207. RESIDENCE, 115-B, DEPOT LINES SYEDNA BURHANUD-DIN ROAD (MANSFIELD STREET), KARACHI.

208. SCHOOL, DEPOT LINES, DEPOT ROAD, KARACHI.

209. OFFICES, 127, DEPOT LINES, DEPOT ROAD, KARACHI.

210. CENTRAL GOVERNMENT DISPENSARY, JACOBLINES, KARACHI.

211. HORMUZ CLUB, PARSi GYMKHANA, OFF SYEDNA BURHANUDDIN ROAD (MANSFIELD STREET), KARACHI.

212. RESIDENCE, DEPOT LINES, SYEDNA BURHANUD-DIN ROAD (MANSFIELD STREET) KARACHI.

213. PRESIDENCE, DEPOT LINES, SYEDNA URHANUD-DIN ROAD (MANSFIELD STREET) KARACHI.

214. RESIDENCE, DEPOT LINES, SYEDNA BURHANUD-DIN ROAD. (MANSFIELD STREET) KARACHI.

215. RESEDENCE, DEPOT LINES, SYEDNA BURHANUD-DIN ROAD, (MANSFIELD STREET) KARACHI.

216. ROW HOUSES, SHAHRA-EIRAQ (CLARK STREET) KARACHI.

217. ST. PATRICK'S CATHEDRAL AND MONUMENT, SHAHRA-EIRAQ (CLARK STREET) KARACHI.

218. ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT SCHOOL, SHAHRA-EIRAQ (CLARK STREET) KARACHI.

219. KATRAK SWIMMING BATH, KARACHI PARSi INSTITUTE SANGSTER ROAD, KARACHI.

220. JEHANGIR KOTTHARI HALL CRICKET PAVILION KARACHI PARSi INSTITUTE SANGSTER ROAD, KARACHI.

221. CHRISTIAN CEMETERY, SHAHRA-E-FAISAL (DRIGH ROAD) KARACHI.

222. ARMY STATION COMMANDER'S OFFICE, SHAHRA-E-FAISAL (DRIGH ROAD) KARACHI.

223. RESIDENCE ARMY LOG AREA, SHAHRA-E-FAISAL (DRIGH ROAD) KARACHI.

224. LIAQUAT BARRACKS (NAPIERS' BARRACKS) SHAHRA-E-FAISAL (DRIGH ROAD) KARACHI.

225. LIGHT HOUSE TOWER, MANORA ISLAND, KARACHI.

226. ST. PAUL'S CHURCH, MANORA ISLAND, KARACHI.

227. WATCH TOWER, MANORA ISLAND, KARACHI.

228. FLAG MAST, MANORA ISLAND, KARACHI.

229. D.C.'S HOUSE, MANORA ISLAND, KARACHI.

230. HARBOUR MASTER'S BUNGALOW, MANORA ISLAND, KARACHI.

OLD TOWN BUNDER, MACHI MIANI & RAILWAY QUARTERS

231. TRUST BUILDING, ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.

232. VIRSHAL BUILDING, THAKUR DAWARA LANE, OFF OLD DISPENSARY ROAD, KARACHI.

233. SHAN COTTAGE, RABIA BASRI LANE (CHANDAN)

234. HINDU DHARAMSHALA, ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.

235. PANJOOMAL DOONDANI BUILDING, JAI RAM DAS BAKOMAL ROAD, KARACHI.

236. TRUST BUILDING, KHEMCHAND VISHANDAS STREET, OFF ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.

237. MANDIR (TEMPLE) TRUST, V.I. SRAMDAS SUKHRAMDAS STREET, OFF ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.

238. ABDUL HAMID BUILDING, O.L.T. 6/11, GANGADAR LANE, KARACHI.

239. YOUNUS Bhai BUILDING, GHAZI SULEMAN STREET (PREM PUTLEE LANE), KARACHI.

240. MANDIR (TEMPLE) SANTNARANKA, GHAZI SULEMAN STREET (PREM PUTLEE LANE), KARACHI.
241. MUHAMMADI MANZIL, KHOJA LANE, NEAR ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.

242. VISINJEE HOTCHAND BUILDING, JAGDOMAL NANGATRAM ROAD, OFF ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.

243. SHAKOOR Bhai BUILDING, DAHLAJ KARA STREET/ TAROO NARO LANE, KARACHI.

244. TRUST BUILDING, CLOTH MARKET ROAD / KHEMCHAND VISHAN STREET, KARACHI.

245. OT. 9/102-104, CLOTH MARKET ROAD, KARACHI.

246. HAJI AHMED BUILDING, QAZI NOOR MOHAMMAD LANE, KARACHI.

247. Q.T. 2/23, MURAD SHAH LANE, KARACHI.

248. USMAN REHMATULAH BUILDING, MURAD SHAH LANE, KARACHI.

249. SETH MITHARAM BUILDING, HAJI ABDULLAH LANE, KARACHI.

250. ZOHRA CENTRE, CROOKED LANE, KARACHI.

251. SHERANWALLA MANDIR (TEMPLE) GAO GALI, KARACHI.

252. JAN BUILDING, GAO GALI, KARACHI.

253. SANTA RAM BUILDING, KAGHZI BAZAAR, KARACHI.

254. ADAMJEE BUILDING, GHIZI SULEMAN STREET, KARACHI.

255. FADO BUILDING, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

256. GHOORDANDAS BUILDING, M.A. JINNAH ROAD/ SALEH MOHAMMED STREET, KARACHI.

257. DADA CHAMBERS, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

258. TOWER MARKET, LAKSHMIDAS STREET / DR AHMED LANE, KARACHI.

259. 3HRI MARWADI VIDYALAYA SCHOOL, DR AHMED LANE, KARACHI.

260. STAR GOODS TRANSPORT COMPANY, MULJI STREET, KARACHI.

261. KOOCHINWALA MARKET, FAKHR Matri (NEWNHAM) ROAD / LAKSHMI DAS STREET, KARACHI.

262. WAZIR MANSION (M.A. JINNAH'S BIRTH PLACE), FAKHR Matri (NEWNHAM) ROAD / CHAGLA STREET, KARACHI.

263. MEMON GUEST HOUSE, FAKHR Matri (NEWNHAM) ROAD, KARACHI.

264. TRAFFIC POLICE STATION, KHARADAR, PAKHR Matri (NEWNHAM) ROAD / ELLIS ROAD, KARACHI.

265. HARIRAM JAIRAM BUILDING, FAKHR Matri (NEWNHAM) ROAD, KARACHI.

266. THAKUR LALJEE LUKSHMIDAS BUILDING, PAKHR Matri (NEWNHAM) ROAD / ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.

267. ARAFAT MARKET, FAKHR Matri (NEWNHAM) ROAD, LAKSHMI DAS STREET, KARACHI.

268. FEROZE CHAMBERS, SALEH MOHAMMAD STREET / LAKSHMI DAS STREET, KARACHI.

269. IQBAL MARKET, FAKHR Matri (NEWNHAM) ROAD, KARACHI.

270. MILLWALLA BUILDING, FAKHR Matri (NEWNHAM) ROAD, KARACHI.

271. NUSSERWANJEE BUILDING, MACHI MIANI MARKET ROAD / NAKHUDA ROAD, KARACHI.

272. HAJI HASHIM BUILDING, MACHI MIANI MARKET ROAD, KARACHI.

273. SUTRIA BUILDING, MACHI MIANI MARKET ROAD, KARACHI.

274. PIRWANI BUILDING, MACHI MIANI MARKET ROAD / TABOOT LANE, KARACHI.

275. BATIA BUILDING, MACHI MIANI MARKET ROAD / YOUNG HUSBAND ROAD, KARACHI.

276. KARIM MANZIL, G. ALLANA (TAHILRAM KHEM CHAND) ROAD / YOUNG HUSBAND ROAD, KARACHI.

277. ARBAB HOUSE (KHUSHEED ALAM & CO), MOHAMMAD ALI ESSAJI ROAD / BOREE ROAD, KARACHI.

278. CUSTOMS QUARTERS, YOUNG HUSBAND ROAD, KARACHI.

279. JAFFAR FADO Dispensary, AGA KHAN (HARRIS) ROAD, KARACHI.

280. PANA CHAND (THARYAMALL NYANDAS) BUILDING, MOOSA STREET, OFF REHMATULLAH ROAD, KARACHI.
281. GHULAM HUSSAIN KHALIKDA BATH & WASH HOUSE, MACHHI MIANI ROAD No. 2, KARACHI.
282. RONAK HABIB SCHOOL, KHARADAR, ELLIS STREET, KARACHI.
283. BOMBAY BAZAAR, AGA KHAN (HARRIS) ROAD / ADAMJEE DAWOOD (RAMPART) ROAD, KARACHI.
284. WALL PORTION BOMBAY BAZAAR, AGA KHAN (HARRIS) ROAD, KARACHI.
285. SHAH ROAD / M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.
286. OLD CUSTOMS HOUSE, EDULJI DINSHAW ROAD, KARACHI.
287. PAHALAJRAI REVACHAND PANJABI WATER TROUGH, OFF M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.
288. SETH DALOMAL CHA-SHAMDASS SAHTA WATER RESI) ROAD, KARACHI.
289. WATER TROUGH, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.
290. RAILWAY SHED, I.I. CHUNDRIGAR (MCLEOD) ROAD, KARACHI.
291. STEEL STRUCTURE, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.
292. EMIRATES BANK INTERNATIONAL LTD. (FORMERLY LLOYDS BANK), I.I. CHUNDRIGAR ROAD / KATTYAN ROAD, KARACHI.
293. STATE BANK OF PAKISTAN ANNEXE, I.I. CHUDRI-GAR ROAD, KARACHI.
294. BADRI BUILDING, I.I. CHUNDRIGAR ROAD, KARACHI.
295. RALLY BUILDING, 1.1. CHUNDRIGAR ROAD KARACHI.
296. BEAUFORT BUILDING, I.I. CHUNDRIGAR ROAD KARACHI.
297. GRINDLAYS BANK BUILDING, 1.1. CHUNDRIGAR ROAD, KARACHI.
298. EASTERN EXPRESS CO. BUILDING, OFF I.I. CUNDRIKAR ROAD, KARACHI.
299. CITY STATION BUILDING, OFF I.I. CHUNDRIGAR ROAD, KARACHI.
300. SINDH ELECTRO X-RAY INSTITUTE, M.A. JINNAH ROAD / JAMILA STREET, KARACHI.
301. QURESHI MANZIL, JAMILA STREET, KARACHI.
302. N.J.V. HIGH SCHOOL, M.A. JINNAH ROAD / HAWKI STREET, KARACHI.
303. SIR ABDULLAH HAROON TRUST BUILDING, ASLAF (VISHWANATH PATEL) ROAD, KARACHI.
304. SAIRA MANSION, ASLAM (VISHWANATH PATEL) ROAD / TAJ MARKET ROAD, KARACHI.
305. HAJI MOHAMMED MAULADIN DHARAMSHAL (MUSAFIR KHANA) OFF M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.
306. BHAGWANDAS BUILDING, ASLAM (VISHWANAT PATEL) ROAD, KARACHI.
307. STEAMER BUILDING, RANCHORE ROAD / ASLA (VISHWANATH PATEL) ROAD, KARACHI.
308. SHRI BHAGWAN M pains MANDAL, RANCHOR ROAD / MULSHANKAR VIYAS ROAD, KARACHI.
309. MASOOD BUILDING, SUTAR ROAD / MULSHANKA VIYAS ROAD, KARACHI.
310. PANAK CHAND BUILDING, SUTAR ROAD, KARACHI.
311. RAJEE JAWAHAR CHAND BUILDING, CHAND BIBI ROAD (PRINCESS STREET) / RANCHORE ROAD, KARACHI.
312. ESSAJEE MOOSAJEE BUILDING, CHAND BI ROAD (PRINCESS STREET) / AGHA MOWJE STREET, KARACHI.
313. GORDHAN BHAWAN NO.3, KARIMJI STREE KARACHI.
314. BISMMILLAH BUILDING, ALI BUDHA STREE KARACHI.
315. JAMAAT KHANA, AGHA MOWJEE STREE KARACHI.
316. YOUNAS MANSION, KALA JADOO STREET / JINAH STREET, KARACHI.
317. PORTICO, HASSAN ALI CLOTH MARKET, JAM STREET / NABI BAKHSH ROAD, KARACHI.
318. NUSSERWANJEE R. MEHTA TROUGH, CHAND BIBI ROAD (PRINCESS STREET) NEAR IDGAH LM KARACHI.
319. DOCTOR'S MESS, CHAND BIBI ROAD (PRINCESS STREET), KARACHI.
320. KARACHI GOVERNMENT COLLEGE FOR BOYS, CHAND BIBI ROAD (PRINCESS STREET) / MARWICK ROAD, KARACHI.
SINDH BUILDING CONTROL AUTHORITY
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321. LOHANI BUILDING, CHAND BIBI ROAD (PRINCESS STREET) / MARWICK ROAD, KARACHI.

322. NURSES' HOSTEL, CIVIL HOSPITAL, CHAND BIBI ROAD (PRINCESS STREET), KARACHI.

323. GHULAM HOOSAIN KHALIQDINA HALL & LIBRARY, M. A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

324. DIWAN DAYARAM CHERRARAM MIRCHANDANI TROUGH, BABA-E-URDU (MISSION) ROAD, KARACHI.

325. CIVIL HOSPITAL, BABA-E-URDU (MISSION) ROAD, KARACHI.

326. AHMEDALI YOUSAFALI BUILDING, SHELDON ROAD / CHAND BIBI ROAD (PRINCESS STREET), KARACHI.

327. MANZOOR BUILDING, PIR ILLAH1 BAKHSH ROAD, KARACHI.

328. KMC COMPRESSOR STATION & CHIMNEY, NISHTA R (LAWRENCE) ROAD, KARACHI.

329. PEHLVI RESTAURANT BUILDING, AGA KHAN-111 (GARDEN) ROAD / M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

330. JHA BUILDING, AGHA KHANI-III (GARDEN) ROAD, KARACHI.

331. BAI VIRBAIJI SOPARIVALA PARSI HIGH SCHOOL, ABDULLAH HAROON (VICTORIA) ROAD / BACHU-BHAI EDULJI ROAD, KARACHI.

332. RESIDENCE, MAGAZINE LINE OFF PREEDY STREET, KARACHI.

333. AL-NOOR BUILDING, MAGAZINE LINES OFF PREEDY STREET, KARACHI.

334. AL-HAYAT BUILDING, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

335. MALIK SQUARE, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

336. MAMA PARSI GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL, M.A. JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

337. ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH (SCOTH CHURCH), ABDULLAH HAROON (VICTORIA) ROAD / PREEDY STREET, KARACHI.

338. DEVI BAI SABHA, KUNDAN STREET OFF NAWAB MAHABAT KHAN ROAD (EMBANKMENT ROAD) KARACHI.

339. BANTVA MEMON KHIDMAT COMMITTEE BUILDING, NAWAB MAHABAT KHAN ROAD (EMBANKMENT ROAD) KARACHI.

340. N.P.1/41, HAJI ABDULLAH STREET OFF EMBANKMENT ROAD, KARACHI.

341. N.P. 1/43, HAJI ABDULLAH STREET OFF EMBANKMENT ROAD, KARACHI.

342. N.P. 1/44, HAJI ABDULLAH STREET OFF NAWAB MAHABAT KHAN ROAD (EMBANKMENT ROAD) KARACHI.

343. ASHRAFI MANZIL, MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET, KARACHI.

344. GULZAR MANZIL, MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET, KARACHI.

345. ARJAMAL GANGA RAM BUILDING OFF MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET, KARACHI.

346. NASSERWANJEE YOUSUF BUILDING, DARYALAL STREET, KARACHI.

347. MOHAMMAD YOUSUF BUILDING, DARYALAL STREET / SHAHIRA-E-ALTAF HUSAIN (NAPIER STREET), KARACHI.

348. SABOONI BUILDING, NP-11/67. OLD MARKET ROAD / DARYALAL STREET, KARACHI.

349. MIRZA MANSION, MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET, KARACHI.

350. LUKSHMIDAS RESHUNWALA, MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET, KARACHI.

351. SONAMAL CHANDIMAL BUILDING, MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET, KARACHI.

352. LEKHRAJ HARIMAL BUILDING, MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET/ OLD MARKET ROAD, KARACHI.

353. ROHANA BANASH ASHRADI BUILDING, MOHAMMAD SHAH STREET / GHULAM SHAH STREET, KARACHI.

354. SUTARIA BUILDING, SHAHIRA-E-ALTAF HUSAIN (NAPIER STREET) / ALLAH DAD STREET, KARACHI.

355. MARRI BUILDING, ALLAH DAD STREET OFF SHAHIRA-E-ALTAF HUSAIN, KARACHI.

CIVIL LINES QUARTER

356. SINDH GOVERNOR HOUSE, AIWAN-E-SADR ROAD, KARACHI.

357. SURVEY OF PAKISTAN BUILDING, GOVERNOR HOUSE COMPOUND, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

358. CHAPLAIN HOUSE, TRINITY CHURCH, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

359. TRINITY CHURCH, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

360. SERVICES CLUB (UNION JACK CLUB), ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.
361. VICTORY MANSION, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

362. EDWARD HOUSE, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

363. LOTIA BUILDING NO. 2, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD / CLUB ROAD, KARACHI.

364. STATE' GUEST HOUSE, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

365. CHIEF SECRETARY (SINDH) HOUSE, CLUB ROAD KARACHI.

366. COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE (KUTCHERY) OFF CLUB ROAD, KARACHI.

367. ANNEXE, COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE, OFF CLUB ROAD, KARACHI.

368. JUDGE'S HOUSE, REAR OF CHIEF MINISTER'S HOUSE, KARACHI.

369. JUDGE'S HOUSE OFF DR ZIAUDDIN AHMED ROAD, KARACHI.

370. CHIEF MINISTER'S HOUSE, DR ZIAUDDIN AHMED ROAD, KARACHI.

371. JINNAH COURTS, DR ZIAUDDIN–AHMED ROAD, KARACHI.

372. MANDEH MANSION, BEAUMONT ROAD, KARACHI.

373. NORTH WESTERN HOTEL, BEAUMONT ROAD, KARACHI.

374. RAILWAY BUILDING, 16, OLD ROAD, OFF DR ZIAUDDIN AHMED ROAD, KARACHI.

375. RAILWAY RESIDENCE, DR ZIAUDDIN AHMED ROAD / HOSHANG ROAD, KARACHI.

376. KATRAK MANSION, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD / HOSHANG ROAD, KARACHI.

377. HAIDRI HOUSE, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

378. MILLIONAIRES ROW, SINDH CLUB, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

379. SINDH CLUB (LEFT WING), ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

380. SINDH CLUB (RIGHT WING), ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

381. FREERE HALL, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD / FATIMA JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

382. ARFEEEN OFFICE, OPP FREERE HALL, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

383. SEAFIELD, ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD / FATIMA JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

384. LADIES FOOD CLUB, 12 CL-6, CLAREMONT ROAD, KARACHI.

385. TRINITY SCHOOL, CLAREMONT ROAD, KARACHI.

386. K.R.S. CAPTAIN HOUSE, 5, FATIMA JINNAH ROAD, KARACHI.

387. HAJI ABDULLAH HAROON TRUST BUILDING, FATIMA JINNAH ROAD / BLEAK HOUSE ROAD, KARACHI.

388. WASSAMUL MANSION, 25, BLEAK HOUSE ROAD, KARACHI.

389. RUSSIAN EMBASSY BUILDING OFF BLEAK HOUSE ROAD, KARACHI.

390. ANNEXE, BRISTOL HOTEL/OFF SUNNYSIDE ROAD, KARACHI.

391. BRISTOL HOTEL, SUNNYSIDE ROAD, KARACHI.

392. RESIDENCE, 3, REAY ROAD / BLEAK HOUSE ROAD, KARACHI.

393. AMJAD ALI HOUSE, OFF ABDULLAH HAROON ROAD, KARACHI.

394. NAPIER'S OBELISK, DR ZIAUDDIN AHMED ROAD, KARACHI.

FRERE TOWN QUARTER

395. D.N. HOUSE, ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

396. RAILWAY BUILDING, ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

397. RAILWAY BUILDING, ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

398. RAILWAY BUILDING, ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

399. WATER TANK, ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

400. RAILWAY BUILDING, ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

401. RAILWAY OFFICES, ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

402. RAILWAY HOUSE, ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

403. RAILWAY OFFICE. ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

404. MENNEN SOARS BUILDING, ADAMS ROAD, KARACHI.

405. HOMI B. JAVAT BUILDING OFF MACNEIL ROAD, KARACHI.

406. 13. RAILWAY BUILDING. MACNEIL ROAD. KARACHI.

407. RAILWAY BUILDING. ULLERY ROAD. KARACHI.

408. RAILWAY HOUSE. ADAMS ROAD. KARACHI.

409. RESIDENCE. CHAUDHRY KHALIQ-UZ-ZAMAN ROAD, KARACHI.

410. CLIFTON BRIDGE. CLIFTON ROAD. KARACHI.

411. CHARTERED BANK HOUSE, FRAMROZE ROAD, KARACHI.

412. BANKWALLA HOUSE, MARY ROAD. KARACHI.

413. MINOO MARKER HOUSE, FEROZE NANA ROAD, KARACHI.

414. KHASAR HOUSE BATH ISLAND ROAD, KARACHI.
CLIFTON QUARTER | QUEEN'S ROAD QUARTER

415. MOHATTA PALACE, MOTILAL GOVERDHANDAS ROAD, KARACHI.

416. Bhopal House, Hatim Alvi Road / Motilal Goverdhandas Road, Karachi.


421. Water Trough, Shahra-e-Iran, Karachi.

422. Kazi House, Adjacent to Mohatta Palace, 9, Old Clifton, Karachi.

2. In accordance with the Sindh Cultural Heritage (Preservation) Act 1994, Section-6(2) any objection to the issue of this Notification should be addressed to the Government i.e. Department of Culture, Government of Sindh, within one month from the date of this notification.

3. Any act intentionally to destroy, remove, injure, alter and deface, imperil the Protected Heritage or to build on or near the sites will be unlawful.

-SD-
ABDUL HAMID AKHUND
SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT OF SINDH